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Hentec Company is an aluminum profile extrusion manufacturer and  supplier, located in China. With over ten years of

experience in the  field, we are able to offer a wide range of aluminum extrusions. We can  also customize our products

according to customers' drawings.

The aluminum profile extrusion is very easy to install and disassemble,  making it the ideal product for manufacturers who

want to transform or  upgrade assembly lines quickly and affordably. Currently the aluminum  extrusion is increasingly

used in custom-built structures, machine  guards, workstations, and material handling systems.  

Due to the extrusion process, aluminium's strength is greatly increased. Thus, aluminum profile extrusions are much more

durable and reliable.  In addition, they vary in size and shape, and can be easily adapted.  Although aluminium extrusion

products are particularly used in the  construction industry, structural aluminum components can also be found  in marine

applications, the automotive industry.  

The aluminum profile extrusion has many advantages. It is quick to  manufacture, and can be used alone or easily

interlocked with another  metal part. Because aluminum is naturally coated with surface oxide  layer, the aluminum

extrusion is corrosion resistant. Moreover, it can  tolerate high temperatures without producing toxic fumes, and is a good 

conductor of heat and electricity.  

Whether you are looking for aluminum profile extrusion, curtain wall  aluminum profile, or aluminum solar panel frame, we

at Hentec can help  you with your needs. Manufactured using superior raw material and high  precision equipment, our

aluminum products are high quality.

To ensure customers feel at ease in using our products, we offer a  10-year warranty on our aluminum extrusion profile and

a 15-year  warranty on our solar panel frame. Our company is located in Jiangyin, Jiangsu Province, near the Yangtze  River.

Here we enjoy convenient water and land transportation, which  allows us to deliver our products to global customers

quickly and  cheaply.

Thank you for viewing our website! We at Hentec are looking forward to working with you!  
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